
 

 

 

 

EXTRAVAGANZA INTERNATIONAL SHOW 

VIP TABLE PACKAGES 

DIAMOND VIP TABLE                             $3500.00 

Includes: 

◊One preferred center ring side table with 8 seats (for the duration of Show) 

◊Diamond tables are shown in blue on the VIP table layout 

◊Stall location of your choice with opportunity to purchase up to 15 stalls in same location  

at standard rate ($250.00 each) 

◊Right to include 8 ½ x 11 promotional flyers in VIP table packets 

(must be supplied to Show Management no later than 5/23/22) 

◊Hors d’oeuvre’s delivered to table on Saturday & Sunday during prime time 

◊Announcement of your sponsorship throughout the 5 day Show 

EMERALD VIP TABLE                                          $2500.00 

Includes: 

◊One preferred ringside table with 8 seats (for the duration of Show) 

◊Emerald tables are shown in green color on the VIP table layout 

◊Opportunity to purchase up to 10 stalls in same location at standard rate ($250.00 each) 

◊Hors d’oeuvre’s delivered to table on Saturday & Sunday during prime time 

◊Announcement of your sponsorship throughout the 5 day Show 

GOLD VIP TABLE                                      $1250.00 

Includes: 

◊One preferred ring side table with 8 seats (for the duration of Show) 

◊Gold VIP Tables are shown in gold color on the VIP Table layout 

◊Light snacks delivered to table on Saturday & Sunday 

 
**This package does not guarantee stall location** 

RUBY VIP TABLE                                     $1000.00 

Includes: 

◊One table with 8 seats (for the duration of Show) 

◊Ruby VIP Tables are shown in red color on the VIP Table layout 

◊Light snacks delivered to table on Saturday & Sunday  
**This package does not guarantee stall location** 

SILVER VIP TABLE                                    $800.00 

Includes: 

◊One table with 8 seats (for the duration of Show) 

◊Silver VIP Tables are shown in Silver color on the VIP Table layout 

◊Light snacks delivered to table on Saturday & Sunday  
** This package does not guarantee stall location** 


